The artwork of Mr. Zainon Abdullah that I choose is his work entitled ‘Nyanyian Angin Lagu Deru Deruan Dedaun 3’. This artwork was produced in 2016. Mr. Zainon chose to use Acrylic as a medium to produce the artwork. The size of this artwork is 112cmx92cm.

Subject Matter for this artwork is basically from Mr. Zainon garden and studio. Mr. Zainon use his own garden to have an inspiration to produce this artwork. This work aims to show the power of God in the creation of plants and how these plants can produce oxygen for humans. In this work it refers to a plant-like shape of a leaf. The purpose of this artwork is to reflect on the nature of God. About plants that take carbon dioceses from us and how the wind pushes us oxygen. The form of plants leaves can be seen in this artwork.